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By national and international standards, Copenhagen Business School 

is known as a strong institution where entrepreneurship plays a 

significant role. Through education and research, we constantly strive 

to cultivate our students to think and act as entrepreneurs and be 

an active part of the entrepreneurial landscape that surrounds them.

 

CBS facilitates the development of an international as well as an 

interdisciplinary environment, encouraging students to build their 

entrepreneurial mindset and unfold new ideas and exchange inspiration 

in their current position or through some of the entrepreneurial 

activities at CBS. 

CBS Entrepreneurial Day is about getting a sneak peek to the CBS 

entrepreneurial ecosystem. By opening our doors, we hope to give the 

participants insight into the activities and possibilities CBS is offering.

CBS ENTREPRENEURIAL DAY 2019

Nikolaj Malchow-Møller
President of CBS

Welcome to

We look forward to welcoming you to CBS and hope that you will 

be inspired, network with like-minded entrepreneurs and return with 

new ideas to explore.
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Since 2015 CBS Entrepreneurial Day has brought together more than 17.000 entrepreneurial minds to 

celebrate the future of student entrepreneurship.

This year the event will focus on the innovative power of UN’s Sustainable Development Goals in an 

entrepreneurial setting to showcase best practices of how entrepreneurs combine working with the SDG’s 

and running a thriving business.

Join CBS Entrepreneurial Day and discover talented student startups, nerve-racking pitching contests or 

experience amazing entrepreneurs like the Drone Queen Helena Samsioe, the Forbes 30 under 30 Niels 

Fibæk-Jensen, and the TED talker and Founder of PreDiagnose Fatima AlZahra’a Alatraktchi, tell their 

rocket stories.

The event is free and we encourage everyone from student to CEO to bring their friends when joining CBS 

Entrepreneurial Day! 

CBS ENTREPRENEURIAL DAY?
Explore the future of student entrepreneurship!

csenewsentrepreneurialdayentrepreneurialday.com

What is

5000+
Attendees

25
Startups

13
Speakers

1
Day

CSENews_
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1. Download the  
MeetApp Go app

2. Type ‘CSE’ 
    in the code bar

3. Start exploring   
the event!

How to 
get the 

app

DOWNLOAD THE APP
AND EXPLORE THE DAY
Discover CBS Entrepreneurial Day with MeetApp Go. Mark your favorites 

in the program, participate in the onsite treasure hunt or network with

 
others in the Danish startup community
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Copenhagen School of Entrepreneurship (CSE) is the largest student 

entrepreneurship community in Denmark, supporting more than 250 

startups every year. 

  

We pride ourselves on being open to students and recent graduates from 

all universities – in Denmark and beyond – ensuring an interdisciplinary 

and international environment. Since CSE was established, more than 

1200 student-driven companies have been through our programmes, 

representing more than 90 nationalities. 

  

In addition to our free office space, we offer a broad variety of 

programmes and services. Our activities are built around our various 

programmes and services, ensuring that we are able to support 

companies in all stages of the startup journey, from the initial idea to 

the point of scaling and maintaining growth. 

  

As part of Copenhagen Business School, we occupy a unique and 

essential role in the Danish entrepreneurial ecosystem. Our work 

thus goes beyond the traditional role of an incubator and taps into 

our educational mission of helping students to strengthen their 

entrepreneurial self-efficacy and capabilities. 

Copenhagen School of Entrepreneurship

Andreas Aasted Gjede
Director of CSE

Together with committed actors from the private, public and civic 

sector, we run educational courses and workshops, as well as 

contribute to strategic objectives of wider society, by providing 

students with ammunition for their entrepreneurial development. 

  

Are you a curious student, future partner, hungry investor or just 

someone with a great idea? Don’t hesitate joining us at CSE.
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Turn your idea into a business!
The incubator (Students + Recent graduates)

The accelerator (Student entrepreneurs + Established companies)

The events and activities

CBS Entrepreneurial Day  +  Startup Hacks  +  Open Wednesdays  +  Startup Friday  +  much more!
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10:00-10:20  Johanne Stenstrup - Facilitator welcome

10:20-10:35  Nikolaj Malchow-Møller - “On entrepreneurship”

10:40-11:00  Camilla Brückner 

11:05-11:10  Charlotte Jepsen - “Ensuring reliable data”

11:15-11:35  Jesper Just Jensen - “Innovation from the heart”

11:40-12:00  Helena Samsioe - “The good drone revolution”

12:05-12:25  Niels Christian Nielsen - “The half billion children challenge - An invitation to a cooperative  

innovation revolution”

12:30-12:50  Riad Arefin - “A founder’s tale”

12:55-13:15  Niels Fibæk-Jensen - “Matter – Investing for a future worth retiring in”

13:20-13:40  Ana María Munar - “Should we care about inclusion?”

13:45-14:05  Fatima AlZahara’a Alatraktchi - “What bacteria have taught me about entrepreneurship and research”

14:10-14:30  Camilla Hessellund Lastein - “Studying just got easier”

14:35-15:00  Tareq Hadhad -“One peace won’t hurt” 
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11:00-12:00  CBS Startup Ceremony

12:30-14:30  GoGrow Demo Day 

10:00-17:00  Startups Showcasing

Studenter Strøget

11:00-15:00  ØNSK Coffee Wagon

Studenter Strøget

12:00-15:00  Internship Treasure Hunt with Istid

Main Hall

13:00-17:00  On-site Business Development

CSE Booth

17:00-00:00  ED Networking Afterparty

Nexus Cafe
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Johanne Stenstrup
Co-founder of Sustain Daily

Event facilitator

10:00 - 10:20

Johanne Stenstrup is a sustainability nerd, lifestyle writer, speaker and co-

founder of Sustain Daily; the most sustainable lifestyle magazine in Denmark. 

She is in frequent contact with many different conscious companies and 

stores, and communicates daily with over 10.000 consumers and readers.

Johanne Stenstrup is educated as a Fashion Manager, and specialized in 

sustainable fashion production. In 2014 she started the first sustainable fashion 

blog in Denmark, and in 2016 she co-founded the platform Sustain Daily. Today 

she’s an everyday expert, with an interest in everything lifestyle related, but 

mainly what makes people change their habits and take responsibility for the 

planet.

Photo credit: Anna-Mathilda Hallberg 
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Nikolaj Malchow-Møller
President of Copenhagen Business School

Professor Nikolaj Malchow-Møller took over as president of Copenhagen Business 

School in March 2019. Nikolaj has a PhD in Economics and a considerable part of 

his research has focused on the causes and consequences of entrepreneurship for 

society. Prior to his position as president of CBS, he held the position as dean of 

the Faculty of Business and Social Sciences at the University of Southern Denmark. 

Nikolaj is also the chairman of the board of Svendborg Gymnasium and is a member 

of the board of CBS Executive, Symbion and CBS Startup.

As president of CBS Nikolaj Malchow-Møller is committed to strengthening and 

emphasizing the value CBS and its students creates for society. Among the means to 

achieve this Nikolaj strongly believes CBS should nurture an entrepreneurial mindset 

amongst students and strengthen ties to the business community.

Together with the Director of CSE Andreas Aasted Gjede, Nikolaj will have a Q&A 

session on entrepreneurship.

10:20 - 10:35
“On entrepreneurship”

Photo credit: Bjarke MacCarthy
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Camilla Brückner  
Director, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Nordic Representation Office

Camilla Brückner has more than 27 years of development policy and 

management experience in Danish and international organizations. Prior to 

her current appointment, Ms. Brückner was Deputy Chief of Staff and Deputy 

Director for UNDP’s Executive Office. She has served at the Danish Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs for 13 years, heading divisions at the UN mission as Deputy 

Permanent Representative and earlier in the department of non-governmental 

organizations and civil society relations, the department of humanitarian 

affairs and the department of development policy.

As the Director for the NRO Ms. Brückner is responsible for developing and 

deepening the partnership with UNDP’s Nordic partners (Denmark, Finland, 

Norway, Sweden and Iceland) and main core donors.

10:40 - 11:00

Photo credit: UN City
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Charlotte Jepsen
CEO of FSR

“Ensuring reliable data”

Charlotte Jepsen is the CEO of FSR – Danish Auditors and represents a profession that 

provides professional advice for the Danish business industry. According to Charlotte 

Jepsen, a good idea is not always enough! Professional advice and a vibrant business 

plan are key factors for the beginning of a healthy business. It is necessary to pay 

attention to the link between innovation and sustainable commercial growth, and 

the accounting profession has a strong platform for contributing to the realization 

of the SDGs.

Charlotte Jepsen has many years of experience in the Danish business and accounting 

industry. This experience has convinced Charlotte Jepsen that entrepreneurship and 

innovation is crucial to the companies’ competitive advantages and the dynamics of 

the individual industries. 

Besides being the CEO of FSR – Danish Auditors, Charlotte Jepsen is also a member 

of the board of directors at the children’s fond Plan Børnefonden as well as the 

Investment Fond for Developing Countries. Thus, through the board assignment 

Charlotte Jepsen actively works with the SDGs as an integrated part of the business 

strategies in both places and as benchmark for strategic and business decisions.

11:05 - 11:10

Photo credit: Peter Willersted
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Jesper Just Jensen
VP Products at Milestone Systems

“Innovation from the heart”

Jesper joined Milestone Systems in 2017 as VP, Products. Jesper is overall 

responsible for the product strategy and planning, with focus on rolling out 

new open platform products to meet the future needs of the Milestone 

community. This covers areas as product management, product marketing 

management, partner integration programmes and learning & performance. 

For the previous 11 years, Jesper has been with the LEGO Group and LEGO 

Education, his recent position being head of the FrontEnd Innovation Group, 

responsible for innovation and development at LEGO Education, including 

the programmable robotics portfolio LEGO Mindstorms. Before joining LEGO 

Education, Jesper worked for Microsoft as Strategy Manager and has held 

positions in business development and strategic projects with Microsoft 

and Navision. Jesper has a Master’s degree in Business Administration and 

Intercultural Management from CBS.

11:15 - 11:35
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Helena Samsioe
CEO & Founder of GLOBHE

“The good drone revolution”

Helena is the CEO and Founder of GLOBHE, a startup on a mission to create 

a better future with drones. Helena is a firm believer that the future of 

possible is already here and passionate about using innovative technology and 

collaborations to show it. 

Helena has been named “World’s Top 50 Women in Tech” by Forbes, ranked 

as one the most powerful business women in Sweden by Veckans Affärer, 

ranked among the top 100 young business leaders in Sweden, won “Female 

Founder of the Year” 2017, named among the “Top Women to Watch in the 

Drone Industry”, nominated for “Digital Influencer of the Year” 2018, and been 

featured as the “Drone Queen” on BBC.

11:40 - 12:00

Photo credit: Tobias Björkgren
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Niels Christian Nielsen
Serial Chairman, Director and Investor

“The half billion children challenge - An invitation to a cooperative innovation revolution.”

Niels Christian Nielsen is a globally working Board Director, who has served 

on more than 30 company Boards – 10 of them as chairman, including Codan, 

Unimerco, Prophet, DAI, Wikimedia, Jyllandsposten, Quantumwise and 

Unumed. 

He is currently based in San Francisco, and has recently been deeply 

involved in initiatives to fundamentally innovate education during 3 years as 

managing director of the World Refugee School. The aspiration was and is 

to solve educational problems for the world’s refugees, displaced and fragile 

communities by leveraging technology to make quality education scalable and 

affordable. 

Niels Christian is an Adjunct Professor at Copenhagen Business School and 

a Visiting Scholar at the University of California at Berkeley. He writes on 

innovation and speaks on business issues all over the globe.

12:05- 12:25

Photo credit:Per Dreyer
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Riad Arefin
Founder of YES CPH

“A founder’s tale”

Riad Arefin is an immigrant entrepreneur who is deeply moved by the 

intolerable and relatable circumstances refugees and other newcomers face 

while working in the service industry. 

This motivated him to rebel against the exploitation and poor treatment 

of marginalized citizens, by creating a company with a high focus on 

ethics and humanity. In other words, the mission is YES! Immigrants have 

talents, interests, and aspirations that can contribute greatly to their host 

communities, all society has to do, is to say YES!

Riad is an alumni of Copenhagen School of Entrepreneurship.

12:30-12:50

Photo credit: Pablo HTG
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Niels Fibæk-Jensen
CEO & Co-founder of Matter

“Matter – Investing for a future worth retiring in.”

Niels is CEO & co-founder of Matter, a fintech startup specialized in sustainable 

investments. 

In 2018, Matter launched sustainable pension schemes in Denmark in 

collaboration with Skandia, where customers’ savings are invested in green 

and sustainable companies, and customers can track the environmental 

impact of their savings through Matters’ digital platform. 

Prior to founding Matter, Niels worked for the Permanent Mission of Denmark 

to the UN in New York, and for the United Nations in Denmark. Niels has a 

MS.c. in International Business and Politics from Copenhagen Business School. 

In 2019, he was featured on Forbes 30 under 30 list in the finance category.

12:55-13:15

Photo credit: A. M. Kjemtrup Photography
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Ana María Munar
Associate Professor at Copenhagen Business School

“Should we care about inclusion?”

Ana María Munar is Associate Professor and Director of the Center for Leisure 

and Culture Services at Copenhagen Business School, Denmark. With research 

interests in epistemology, higher education, gender and digital technologies, 

her latest publications focus on postdisciplinarity, social media and gender in 

academia. 

Over the years, Ana has served on several national and international boards and 

networks such as the Diversity and Inclusion Council at Copenhagen Business 

School, the Critical Tourism Studies Network, Women Academics in Tourism 

and several academic journals. She is engaged in curriculum and education 

development, and coordinates the tourism and hospitality concentration at 

the Bachelor of Service Management and Business Administration. 

Ana has delivered numerous conference presentations and keynote addresses 

in her research areas.

13:20 - 13:40

Photo credit: Jørn Albertus
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Fatima AlZahara’a Alatraktchi
Founder of PreDiagnose and Assistant Professor at Roskilde University

“What bacteria have taught me about entrepreneurship and research”

Fatima AlZahra’a Alatraktchi holds a PhD in nanotechnology and molecular biology, 

she is a TED-speaker, a multiple award winner, a renowned fiction writer and the 

founder of the high-tech company PreDiagnose, where she has created next-

generation diagnostics for early bacterial detection. She’s an expert in developing 

micro- and nanosensors for the detection of cellular molecules and microorganisms. 

She founded PreDiagnose to transform her research into concrete benefit for users.

As a result of her research and academic track, Alatraktchi has received a number of 

prestigious awards, including the Lundbeck Foundation Talent Prize for outstanding 

research talents in medicine and health, the PhD thesis of the year award by the 

Technical University of Denmark and she was appointed as one of the five best PhDs 

in Denmark across scientific disciplines by the Danish PhD Cup Panel in 2019. Forbes 

business magazine has listed her as one of the 30 most influential people under 30 

in Europe within science and health 2019. She was nominated for the Entrepreneur 

of the year Award in the life science category by EY, the world’s most renowned 

entrepreneur competition. Her TED talk had 1.3+ million viewers within the first three 

months of its release.

13:45- 14:05
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Camilla Hessellund Lastein
CEO & Founder of Lix Technologies

“Studying just got easier”

At age 20, Camilla dropped out of university with one goal in mind — to 

revolutionize education. 

Five years and one failed business later, Camilla is turning heads, most recently 

being featured on Forbes prestigious 30 Under 30 list. 

A sought-after speaker, Camilla gives her take on everything Generation Z, 

with a strong focus on empowering students worldwide. Camilla is dedicated 

to solving the global challenges students face and ensuring education is 

accessible for all.

14:10 - 14:30

Photo credit: Nanna Inie for Lix Technologies
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Tareq Hadhad
CEO & Founder of Peace By Chocolate

“One peace won’t hurt”

Tareq Hadhad is telling his story. He was a Syrian refugee and now living his new 

life with his entrepreneurial family in Canada’s east coast. He is the founder and 

CEO of Peace by Chocolate, the recipient of Start Up Canada’s National Newcomer 

Entrepreneur Award, named one of the Top 25 Immigrants in The Maritimes and 

selected by Google as the National Hero Case for 2018. All this has happened since 

Tareq’s arrival on Canada’s East Coast in December 2015 as a Syrian-Canadian 

newcomer.

A passionate and dynamic speaker, Tareq has shared his keynote with Amnesty 

International, human rights leaders, Chambers of Commerce audiences and 

organizations from Canada’s east coast to the west coast, Jamaica and Europe.

Having completed over 500 interviews with news leaders around the world, Tareq 

speaks about his families compelling journey, the positive impact of refugees, 

immigration and the spirit of entrepreneurship.

14:35 - 15:00

Photo credit:Timothy Richard Photography
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Startup pitches & Awards

11:00 - 12:00

CBS Startup Ceremony
CBS Startup is an association founded because CBS wants to ensure that the 

student startups from CSE and CBS, are granted the needed early venture 

funding, to support their growth into sustainable business ventures. Several 

hopeful student startups have applied to get grants between 75.000 kr., but in 

the end only a four will get the chance to win.

 

The startups with the most votes have qualified through all the screening 

phases of the 2019 CBS Startup rounds. These startups became the final 

contenders to potentially receive the CBS Startup grants. They have been 

competing for several weeks, to get the needed votes to make it to the CBS 

Startup final ceremony. Join these ambitious startups in the ceremony, where 

the four winners will go home with grants of 75.000 kr., to support their 

business and make their idea a reality.

cbsstartup.dk
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Startup pitches & Awards

12:30-14:30

Go Grow Demo Day
The Go Grow Accelerator and the vertical Digital Growth Path are hosting the 

Demo Day Pitch event in which 18 Go Grow companies will demonstrate their 

startups by pitching their business concept and traction.

Participants of the event include business angels, venture capitals, 

entrepreneurs, industry experts and professionals. We would like for you to 

join us too for an inspirational event, and meet the 18 talented startups, see 

the companies pitch, vote for your favourite one, and network with business 

professionals. You might even identify business opportunities when interacting 

with our talented startups.

go-grow.dk/demo-day
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Internship Treasure Hunt
with ISTID

Meeting and networking with startups

16:00 - 17:00

ISTID serves freshly made organic ice-cream frozen with -196 degrees liquid 

nitrogen. This gives the ice-cream the creamiest texture and we can leave out 

all kinds of additives as the ice-cream is churned right in front of your eyes.

ISTID is based in Copenhagen with two ice-cream shops one in Jægersborggade 

at Nørrebro, and one in Nordhavn at Gøteborg Plads 10.

In collaboration with CBS Entrepreneurial Day Istid is hosting the Intership 

Treasure Hunt, where you can hunt awesome internships in student startups 

and get an organic nitrogen ice-cream. Hopefully you get to be an intern in a 

cool startup too.

Get an internship in a startup!

12:00-15:00

istid.dk
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On-site Business Development

Test your idea

13:00-17:00

Are you the next innovative SDG genius?

Pitch your idea to our awesome business developers seated near by the CSE 

booth. Every idea needs improvement and adjustment, and with our business 

developers you can get great advice and guidance before you take the plunge. 

Good luck!
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ØNSK Coffee Pop-Up Wagon

Try ØNSK exotic coffee

11:00-15:00

At ØNSK we create coffee experiences by importing and roasting high quality 

coffee directly from small-scale farmers in Nicaragua. 

We work closely with the farmers and visit them every year to establish solid 

relationships and do development projects to increase quality and insure a 

higher income for the farmers for the rest of their lives.

onsk.dk
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Café Nexus Afterparty

Entrepreneurial party vibes

17:00 - 00:00

Café Nexus is the host of the official CBS Entrepreneurial Day 2019 afterparty! 

Take a break during the event, in the cosy café, to network with like-minded 

over a beer, cider, or soda.

If you are feeling the entrepreneurial party vibes after the event, stay at Café 

Nexus for their Thursday party, and keep the party going!

Psst.. get a free ticket online, be one of the first 500 to register in the check-in 

booth, and get a free drink voucher for the afterparty.

The voucher can only be cashed in Nexus between 17:00-18:00 the 26th September 2019.
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25 talented student startups will be showcasing their businesses 

throughout the day. Read more about the talented startups, to learn 

about their products, platforms, services, and industries and how they 

are working with the SDG’s. 
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Uninets is a share-economy based startup that works on user-driven content 

generation. Students upload notes they write throughout the semester, and 

other students buy them. This helps the buyer prepare for their exams and 

it helps the seller by providing a passive side income. In our own words, we 

help students help themselves- Both academically and financially. Our latest 

addition to the site is that users can sign up as tutors in set courses and 

thereby get booked for a session by other students that need help with that 

course. Uninets next goal is to start selling e-books and expand their tutor 

services to other people, and not just students.

Our goal is to help improve the number of people that get through their 

studies and get to work with what they love. We want to help the cause and 

SDG goals that especially include 4.4 and 4.5.

When we are profitable someday, we would like to donate some of our 

profits to further develop educational opportunities for girls across the 

world.

uninets.dk

Uninets
Booth #1

Working with SDG: 4.4 & 4.5

uninets
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SoilSense is developing a sensor-based hardware system to assist farmers in 

emerging markets to irrigate smarter, thereby saving water and increasing 

yield. 

Agriculture accounts of more than 70% of all freshwater usage, and if we are 

to feed a growing global population, we need to make food production more 

efficient. Democratizing data driven farming is a step towards helping small 

and medium sized producers optimize their resource usage. 

We help farmers irrigate smarter by presenting simple data of whether their 

irrigation is excessive or too little via WhatsApp or web interface. We’ve 

done pilot projects in Zimbabwe and Peru most recently, where we’ve 

achieved water savings of more than 40%.

soilsense.io

SoilSense
Booth #2

Working with SDG’s: 2,6 & 12
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RenSti makes it easy for individuals and businesses to take action against 

climate change.We fight global warming by calculating carbon emissions 

and providing people andbusinesses with the option to remove as much 

carbon as they emit, thus becoming carbon neutral.

RenSti is an easy solution to balance out your carbon footprint through a 

monthlysubscription that removes as much as you emit, resulting in a net-

zero emission.

The carbon offsetting is accomplished by financing carbon-reducing projects 

that remove orprevent future greenhouse gasses. For example, this can be 

done by planting trees thatabsorb carbon from the atmosphere. Carbon 

offsetting reduces GHG emissions around the globe, having the biggest 

impact on SDG 13 (Climate Action)

renstiRenStiDKrensti.dk

RenSti
Booth #3

Working with SDG: 13
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limelight-music.com music.limelight limelightmusicapp

At Fizz we have a vision to help you consume soda with the lowest possible 

carbon footprint. We are trying to accelerate the adoption of home/on-

demand carbonation as the primary mode of soda consumption. 

As of today Fizz is offering a green last mile logistic service to the greater 

Copenhagen market. Our solution eliminates the need for packaging, plastic 

otherwise and also have reduced emissions from transportation. By enabling 

effective carbon storage we are also helping the climate.

ecoda.life eCODA4life

Fizzit
Booth #4

Working with SDGs: 12 & 13
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Mobflex offers users a monthly subscription where they can plan, book and 

pay for their journeys combining different modes of transport through a 

single interface. The app will provide the shortest and fastest combination 

for convenient travel options in real time. Our goal is to reduce CO2 emissions 

in the transport sector by encouraging people to use more bicycles and 

public transport, while decreasing car usage.

As such, mobflex is committed to achieve the SDG 13: Climate Action 

and 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities.

Provided that the use of cars is reduced, mobflex helps to reduce road 

congestion, which has a direct impact on creating sustainable cities and 

communities. Consequently, CO2 emissions will significantly decline as well.

nkechi-victoria-osuji

Mobflex
Booth #5

Working with SDGs: 11 & 13
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Future business challenges in every industry are characterized by high level 

of complexity under fairly uncertain market conditions (SDG 8.2). Passing 

this challenge requires a mindset shift within C-Suites on how collaboration 

works within their organizations and with their markets. Thereby obliging 

organizations to decentralize responsibility in order to find the best solutions 

for every stakeholder, from their lowest employee over the end-consumer up 

to the surrounding environment.

Leaty, is an Enterprise Collaboration platform that empowers Employees 

to self-organize and facilitates eased innovation implementation along the 

company’s strategy. Building up on this, Leaty creates the first intelligent 

community of organizations, to enable targeted collaboration between 

organization, to help each other achieve their specific goals.

leaty.de leaty

Leaty
Booth #6

Working with SDGs: 11 & 17
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Today only 27 % of companies founded in Denmark is founded by Female 

entrepreneurs. This is due to lack in investment opportunities, trouble 

finding co-founders as well support in the startup environment. Other 

factors such as lack of role models, lack of willingness of taking risk as well 

as confidence also influence women to pursue other career opportunities.

For this reason we are group of female student entrepreneurs who have 

started an association for female students and graduates, who is either 

dreaming of creating a startup or have already established one - Our mission 

is to motivate and inspire more women to consider entrepreneurship, create 

meaningful relations and develop upon their own potential. This taps directly 

into the UN sustainable Development Goals number 5 “Achieve gender 

equality and empower all women and girls”. 

We strongly believe that women and men have equal amounts of 

knowledge and competencies to succeed as entrepreneurs, and that with 

right opportunities and support, we can raise the percentage of female 

entrepreneurs.

Female Startup Association
Booth #7

Working with SDG: 5

Female-Startup-Association
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It is estimated that by as early as 2040 the earth will be depleted from many 

of the rare earth elements it takes to power our modern electronics, and our 

excessive consumerism is to blame.

On average a person owns two or more smartphones they no longer use.

This is because while most modern phones can be used for 5+ years they are 

typically replaced every 12-24 months.

Our mission is to ensure more sustainable use of the millions of electronics 

that get produced every year by making it easy and profitable to upcycle 

your used electronics.

lokalist.dk/en LokalistDK

Lokalist
Booth #8

Working with SDGs: 5 & 12
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WAIR is an early stage start-up with the mission to give textile waste a 

second chance by transforming it into upcycled shoes.

Thereby, we can provide the fashionable and environmentally conscious 

consumer with a sustainable alternative to the conventional shoe brands - 

that lives up to their expectations of style and price.

The SDG’s is a great way for us to communicate how WAIR can contribute 

to the sustainability agenda, since it is used by so many organisations. As 

an example - by upcycling textile waste, we are contributing to SDG 12 - 

Responsible Production. Since we are addressing the environmental problem 

that the massive resource usage and textile waste generation in the fashion 

industry represents.

sustainablewair.com

Wair
Booth #9

Working with SDGs: 9, 12 & 13

sustainablewair
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We guide companies through digital transformation by efficiently working 

on optimizing and automating their internal and external business processes 

and data management. 

We strive to free owners of small and medium-sized businesses of the 

everyday desk tasks while at the same time saving a lot of company 

resources. Our main focus is on minimizing waste, whether this regards 

unnecessary car rides, material waste, or even time. Additionally, we target 

to eliminate all use of paper and establish 100% paperless communication. 

Furthermore, we believe that education and background does not determine 

success in life, rather it is determination and hard work. 

This is why we are currently in the process of receiving 750.000 DKK in 

funding from EU for a recruitment campaign targeting young, unemployed, 

and without extensive education in rural areas in Romania with high 

unemployment rates.

mconservice.com

Mcon
Booth #10

Working with SDGs: 8, 10 & 13
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We are developing cooking solutions for refugee camps and rural areas 

where we want to store solar energy as thermochemical energy in a salt 

hydration process. 

ServedOnSalt aspire to provide access to energy for cooking for the world’s 

poorest, whom are currently relying on firewood collection and cooking 

over open fire. Our goal is to develop a low cost alternative to cooking with 

firewood, which will reduce deforestation caused by firewood collection and 

reduce the CO2 emission and health issues related to cooking over open fire, 

hence contributing to reach SDG 2, 3 and 7. 

This solution will bring about change by sustainable and healthy cooking 

and indirectly help women and children by disengaging them with the time 

consuming duty of collecting firewood.

ServedOnSalt
Booth #11

Working with SDGs: 2, 3 & 7

servedonsalt
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At Biomatter Designs we build enabling technologies for simple and precise 

engineering of improved natural or synthetic proteins. We develop ultra-

high throughput data acquisition methods based on synthetic organisms 

that collect information on different properties of large libraries of proteins. 

Then, we apply this data in our unique artificial intelligence algorithms 

designed ground-up for the biology domain. This combination allows us to 

swiftly gain insight into the intricate rules that make up different proteins 

and start building improved and novel constructs. 

Currently our main area of focus is natural biocatalysts – enzymes. These 

biological molecules are biodegradable, extremely cost effective and most 

importantly, can be used as a green alternative to the traditional chemical 

catalysts that are now widely used in manufacturing all around the globe. 

Our technology for accurate, on-demand protein design will facilitate the 

adoption of clean and environmentally sound manufacturing processes by 

replacing chemical products used in textile, pharmaceutical, oil and various 

other industries.

biomatterdesigns.com

Biomatter Design
Booth #12

Working with SDGs: 9, 12 & 13

biomatter-designs
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Jordnær Film is a sustainable consultancy and production house. We 

create commercial video content with respect for the environment and 

guide Danish media producers in responsible consumption and eco-friendly 

production methods. Our goal is to help the film and TV industry to become 

more competitive in the increasingly green European market and, most 

importantly, to reduce its current negative impact on our climate.

Jordnær Film believes there is a huge undiscovered potential in combining 

media production with the SDGs, and goal 12 (responsible consumption and 

production), is deeply incorporated both in our video production and in our 

consultancy work.

Alongside the development of tools that support the industry in sustainable 

decision-making, we participate in a global green media network, with 

the purpose of creating strong partnerships working towards common 

sustainable standards.

jordnaerfilm.com jordnær_film

Jordnær Film
Booth #13

Working with SDGs: 11, 12 & 17

jordnærfilm
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We develop an environment-friendly deposit system to eliminate disposable 

packaging in the food sector. Our food containers and cups are 100% 

plastic-free and made out of biodegradable but durable bamboo fibre for 

food delivery, food or coffee take-away, ready-to-eat meals or weekly food 

subscriptions. 

We offer a pant system service for food containers/cups. We collect 

containers from consumers using the already existing pant system 

machines in supermarkets. With the use of industry-grade dishwashers from 

restaurants during the idle time we clean them and give them back to our 

affiliated restaurants. 

We aim to contribute to solving the 11th, 12th and 14th SDGs. Particularly 

regarding the 14th SDG – “Life below water” – we are one of the ten finalists 

of the Ocean Plastic Innovation Challenge organised by National Geographic. 

Join us in fighting the single-use culture!

Reboo
Booth #14

Working with SDGs: 11, 12 & 14

reboo
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Clockwork is unifying the traditional financial asset markets and the new 

digital asset market into one regulated trading platform. Traders and 

investors obtain full exposure in one place. Fund, trade and collateralize with 

both fiat- and cryptocurrencies into stocks or simply trade cryptocurrencies 

under complete secure conditions.

Trading and investing have been too complex for regular people to participate 

and thus widen the wealth distribution gap. Clockwork is making trading and 

investing inclusive for everyone to have a chance at growing their prosperity 

with an SDG #1 focus. Trading becomes easily accessible on the Clockwork 

trading platform.

clockworktrading.net

Clockwork
Booth #15

Working with SDG: 1

clockworktrading
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2030 Builders is an innovation tool for Sustainable Strategy delivered through 

gamification, that untaps the business potential in the UN Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs).

Our process gives participants the possibility to identify sustainable 

strategies for companies to generate growth while creating a positive social 

and environmental impact.

We help companies drive sustainable impact by enabling co-creation, 

innovation and sustainable thinking processes in a team building set up.

Our product combines useful content for knowledge sharing, engaging 

gamification frameworks, and co-creative tasks to create impact at all 

levels. Our process combines co-creation, gamification, and sustainable 

frameworks in order to design an impact plan. It is about transforming the 

limitations of the SDG framework into a competitive advantage.

2030.builders 2030_builders2030 Builders

2030 Builders
Booth #16

Working with SDGs: 8, 12 & 17

2030-builders
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Above Borders travel to rather unusual destinations including North Korea 

and Turkmenistan. Our mission is to create life time experiences for all 

travelers and local people who cross our way.

Life time experiences are best created by visiting, learning and understanding 

a new country and their culture.

As every country, every border and even every person is a part of the world 

we want to explore, we work with UNs Sustainable Development Goals 

not only in our minds, but in every action we take. Every time we interact, 

visit, talk and explore, we impact our surroundings, just as we our self 

get impacted. That is why Above Borders’ work with the SDGs is not only 

a statement, it is something we continuously seek to improve whenever 

possible.

aboveborders.dk

Above Borders
Booth #17

Working with SDGs: 4, 8 & 16

above_bordersaboveborderstravel
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Aest-Ethics challenges the status quo of the fashion industry through 

empowerment of consumers, scientists and sustainable fashion brands. 

By activating consumers to vote with their values, directly target SDG 12: 

Responsible production and consumption. 

Further, as fashion and food have funny but strong similarities, we support 

those in dire need of food through the World Food Program. Therewith we 

directly target SDG2: End hunger. 

Lastly, by bridging the gap between science and design, Aest-Ethics thrives 

to foster partnerships. Thus, SDG17: Partnerships for the Goals is the third 

SDG we work toward. The impact is already visible in consumers’ behavior 

towards fashion. Further, it will increase the amount of meals distributed in 

developing countries.

Aest-ethics
Booth #18

Working with SDGs: 2, 12 & 17

aest-ethics.com aest_ethics
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One night back in 2015, the Founder, Oliver, had a revelation. He wanted to 

share his city of Copenhagen, a city that he had come to love dearly, from 

a perspective that was very Danish: from the perspective from behind the 

handlebars of a bicycle, and by doing so encouraging others to ditch the car 

and bike more, and use it as a tool for exploration and pleasure. The next day 

he started: sharing one picture from #behindhandlebars every day.

Today, Behind Handlebars has become a global community of cyclists with 

more than 43.000 followers from 163 different countries on Instagram, 

that participate in rides and bike parties and share pictures on the hashtag 

#behindhandlebars from their own life behind handlebars. The many pictures 

have turned into decorative and characteristic posters exhibited around the 

city and for sale online along with apparel made in 100% organic Fairtrade 

cotton.

behindhandlebars.net

Behind Handlebars
Booth #19

Working with SDGs: 3, 11 & 13

behindhandlebarsbehindhandlebarsofficial
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The world’s first crowdfunding platform for Circular Economy (CE) that will 

plug the funding gap to foster CE innovations. 

In addition to crowdfunding for CE vetted campaigns that would diminish the 

high risks and uncertainty associated with CE business models, we will also 

offer mentorship services through CE experts and knowledge sharing of best 

CE practices, thereby creating a community for CE. Through the different 

CE business models, we will have the most impact on SDG 12 Sustainable 

Production and Consumption. There is a real pain and challenges surrounding 

businesses with such business models and no platforms specifically targeting 

CE to address these problems.

Booth #20

Working with SDGs: 12, 13 & 14

circularinnovationlab circular-innovation-labrs

Circular Innovation Lab
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Diabezy wants to help diabetics in their daily lives. Diabetes can be a hard 

disease to live with, especially without the proper guidance and support. 

We want to combat that by providing a platform that offers a number of 

functions to assist the diabetic in his or hers daily rutines and help them 

work on themselves. The app has a coaching approach with a tracker that 

helps you track your habits and learn from your experience. A community to 

learn from other diabetics, and a up to date Q&A. 

We also provide a 24/7 support for diabetics in the way of a stress coach, a 

diabetes mentor, a nurse, and personal trainer, to help them turn their lives 

around.

diabezy.com Diabezy

Booth #21

Working with SDG: 3.3 & 3.4

Diabezy
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‘hoodHeroes is a rating community for brand sustainability. We help you 

find sustainable brands to buy from, work for & impact. On hoodheroes.co, 

citizens can check-up on, compare & contribute to the SDG-causes of any 

brand. Conversely, brands of all shapes & sizes can partner-up to strengthen 

& showcase their sustainable causes, together. Ultimately, our vision is to 

make everybody everyday heroes of their cherished ‘hood.

The zeitgeist emanates of environmental and social sustainability. 

Consumers, workers & investors demand it and companies supply it, more 

and more. Yet, sadly it is hard to find, compare, trust, reward & resonate 

with each other today.

Missing is a go-to platform to assemble the ecosystem and make 

sustainability a convenient, believable & worthwhile part of everybody’s 

everyday business. ‘hoodHeroes will be your “hero side-kick” for marketplace 

sustainability...

Booth #22

Working with SDG: 3.3 & 3.4

‘hoodHeroes

hoodheroes.co hoodheroes
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We convert conventional agriculture into sustainable agriculture, by 

reinforcing holistic agriculture management and make it more profitable to 

have a sustainable agriculture. 

If we can not make it profitable to drive sustainable agriculture, SDG# 2 

will be forfeit, as current projections from UNDP and IPPC forecast acute 

disruption in global food production from 2030 onwards, if current methods 

of production are continued.

Booth #23

Working with SDGs: 2, 13 & 15

Graise

graise
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Flacon is a circular solution to packaging waste in the hotel industry. As it 

is now most hotels provide their customers with small plastic containers for 

shampoo and shower gel that are thrown away after a single (if any) use.

Flacon will instead offer a reuse service system of collecting, cleaning, 

refilling and returning our flacons with bio soap and shampoos for hotels. 

We aim at producing our flacons out of recycled Danish waste to offer a 

completely circular service with zero new plastics introduced. By reusing our 

products we can invest in and deliver packing of higher quality that looks 

better and works better than traditional single-use packaging.

Booth #24

Working with SDGs: 12, 13 & 14

Flacon

flacondenmark
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Even though humans produce enough food to feed the entire planet, still 16 

million children risk dying from starvation and right now 3 million children 

die of starvation on a yearly basis - this means that one child dies every 10 

seconds. 

The good news is that hunger is the world’s greatest solvable problem. 

Tribe Takeaway disrupts the takeaway industry and supports United Nations 

Zero Hunger goal. Every order on Tribe Takeaway feeds a hungry child for 

a day. A social takeaway experience on social media where users order a 

meal to share a meal with a starving child. Children automatically receives 

a nutritious meal which is being distributed by United Nations World Food 

Programme.

tribetakeaway.com

Booth #25

Working with SDG: 2

Tribe Takeaway
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so
rs We wouldn’t be able to arrange CBS Entrepreneurial Day without 

support from our loyal sponsors! We thank them for contributing to 

CBS Entrepreneurial Day, so we can continue to help students across 

disciplines to turn their ideas into businesses!
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FSR - Danish Auditors is Denmark’s trade organisation of auditing, 

accounting, tax and corporate finance. The association has 600 

member firms and 5,000 individual members. The association is the 

voice of the Danish audit profession - a profession with an annual 

revenue of about 17 billion DKK.

We describe ourselves as value-creating, trustworthy and dedicated.

FSR - Danish Auditors
Platinum Sponsor

fsr.dk
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Founded in 1998, Milestone Systems is a world-leading provider 

of open platform IP video management software (VMS). Milestone 

Systems’ open platform community is a network of over 8,000 

hardware providers, camera manufacturers and software developers 

who integrate their products and applications with Milestone 

Systems’ video technology platform. Today, Milestone Systems have 

over 150,000 installations worldwide, and regional offices and sales 

representatives in more than 25 countries.

Milestone Systems
Platinum Sponsor

milestonesys.com
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At Djøf Business Community, we help you get in touch with your first 

customers, beta-test your product and find business partners.

Visit our booth at CBS Entrepreneurial Day and get a 20- minutes 

personal 1-1 sparring session on your startup idea or career-ambition 

in and around the areas of the SDGs, MedTech, GovTech, Fintech and 

Design Thinking.

Djøf Business Community
Bronze Sponsor

djoef.dk



We are proud to present our event collaborators from the amazing 

entrepreneurial ecosystem. Come and see them at CBS Entrepreneurial 

Day, to hear more about what they can offer you.

Co
lla

bo
ra

to
rs
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DTU Skylab is DTU’s living lab for entrepreneurship. We match state 

of the art technology and science with an ambitious and open 

community, where students, researchers and corporate partners 

meet to exchange knowledge and develop new solutions. Our facility 

includes state of the art workshops and labs where students can 

get expert help to develop their ideas and build prototypes. In 2018, 

DTU Skylab had 96.739 visitors, coached more than 150 startups and 

hosted 24 courses for students of various departments at DTU.

DTU Skylab

– where it begins
DTU Skylab

skylab.dtu.dk
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We, at Venture Cup, work to promote and showcase entrepreneurship 

among university students. We are an association of the Danish 

universities, and we help to eliminate the gap between the academic 

world and the business community. 

We host two national startup competitions annually, Scandinavia’s 

largest Startup Mentors program for university students powered 

by Hempel Foundation, the accelerator program Nordic HealthTech 

Talents with the support of Novo Nordisk Foundation and the University 

Startup World Cup (USWC) with university startups from all over the 

world. This year, USWC will take place in Copenhagen from October 30 

to November 1, and the overall theme is the SDGs. Not meeting the 

SDGs is our problem, so involving and motivating youth to participate 

in achieving the SDGs is essential! 

Venture Cup Denmark

venturecup.dk
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Student & Innovation House is a student-driven platform for 

innovation and creativity located in the beautiful buildings of the 

old Frederiksberg Police Station. The house engages students with 

different backgrounds around Copenhagen to collaborate with world-

class researchers and committed actors within the private, public 

and civil sectors, to co-create sustainable positive impact in our 

society. In this sense, Student & Innovation House is both an inclusive 

playground for interdisciplinary collaboration, a guiding community 

that nurtures curiosity, diversity and entrepreneurial minds and an 

enabling ecosystem, where students – as citizens, colleagues, leaders 

and decision-makers – are empowered to act as change agents for a 

sustainable world.

Student & Innovation House

studenthouse.dk
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If you are a student or a group of students that have an idea that you 

want to commercialize, then our UCPH Innovation Hubs may be the 

place for you. 

At UCPH we have three hubs; SCIENCE Innovation Hub, SUND Hub and 

KU PLUS which are for all UCPH’s students and the projects and ideas 

they are working with – regardless of educational background. In the 

hubs we believe in interdisciplinarity and therefore external students 

from other universities can also apply for admission, as long as they 

are part of a team that consists of at least one student from UCPH.

UCPH Innovation hubs

ie.ku.dk
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The United Nations Global Compact was launched in 2000 and is 

the largest corporate sustainability initiative in the world, with over 

9,500 companies and 3,000 non-business signatories based in over 

160 countries, and more than 70 Local Networks. The UN Global 

Compact is a call to companies everywhere to align their operations 

and strategies with ten universal principles in the areas of human 

rights, labour, environment and anti-corruption, and to contribute to 

reaching the Sustainable Development Goals. Global Compact Network 

Denmark is the local network for Danish signatories of the UN Global 

Compact. With over 360 member companies and organisations, it the 

biggest Danish network for sustainable business.

unglobalcompact.org

UN Global Compact Network Denmark
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AAU Inkubator’s mission is to support, facilitate and motivate to 

knowledge-based entrepreneurship, in particularly among students, 

but also graduates, PhDs, instructors and other staff at AAU. The 

purpose is to further students’ entrepreneurial competences and 

improve their potential as future successful intra- and entrepreneurs.

AAU Inkubator
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“Startup in Practice” is a 3-year project to develop and integrate 

internships in startups with ECTS. The project is a collaboration 

between Copenhagen Business School, Copenhagen University, 

Aalborg University, Aarhus University and the Danish Foundation for 

Entrepreneurship. The project is backed by the European Social and 

Regional Development Fund.

Startup in Practice
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Creating personal relationships between companies and customers.

We do visual content marketing. We make engaging videos, live 

streaming and photography. We develop creative concepts, create 

content and follow up on results.

We have produced more than a thousand videos for social media 

campaigns, web and commercials running in cinema and TV. We 

believe in storytelling and we always aim to entertain and create 

value for the audience, rather than interrupt with ads.

Again this year we have partnered up with CBS Entrepreneurial Day to 

make sure, that the memories from the event will last through videos 

and photos. Should you be hindered from participating, you can follow 

along on our live stream from SP01 throughout the whole day!

VINIA Media

vinia.dk



See you next year at

September 24th 2020





Copenhagen School of Entrepreneurship

Porcelænshaven 26, 2000 Frederiksberg 

 +45 38153646

cse.cbs.dk

csenews

csenews

csenews

CSENews_


